
In many countries schools have severe problems with student behavior.
what do you think are the cause of this?
what solutions can you suggest?

Schools have encountered diverse manners, interests and behavior of students in their 
history. Although creating newly adorable innovations by them, their hazardous 
behavior towards peers or school figures such as drawing guns or other serious threats 
have increased quite a few. The more generation passed and High-Tech developed, the 
more brutality observed at schools. However, cards are on the table to omit this dark 
spot. 

Though some may claim the first remarkable point is the stressed and improper 
circumstances of pregnancy, surveys conducted revealed the destructively adverse 
effects of violent computer games and films. On one hand, they assimilate children and 
teenagers to their thrill. On the other hand, they become a pattern to follow. That the 
status quo of anomaly is relevant to the aforementioned factor is a fact, though the 
impacts of both parents and friends must not be denied. In other words, parents form 
a great portion of their child's personality and attitude, so do friend companies. They 
are the majority a student interact most and stabilize thoughts and values in their 
mind.

In my estimation, to cure this recently emerged trouble, it would be integral to reform 
and amend some of values and rules at homes and educational environments. Indeed, 
it is incumbent on parents to treat their children tactfully and consciously in order to 
prepare their mindset for exhibiting adopting indecent roles and habits not only at 
schools but also everywhere.

Eventually, if the intensity scope of the problem scope with students gets 
insurmountable, consultants, psychologists or any relevant specialist is are preferred 
to be utilized.

The main conclusion to be drawn is that there is not merely one factor inducing 
extremely terrible influences on students' pattern behavior pattern, so . So that 
programed underlying mechanisms ought to be applied. In fact, not only do they find 



answers to the problem for making children more acceptable and compatible, but also 
brace them for next steps of life.

           


